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We will talk about:

§ Policy context and objectives of the CCF programme

§ Building on the previous round of the CCF and the SCIF

§ Application process and assessment criteria

§ Monitoring and Dissemination
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Policy Context of the CCF
• A  £5.4m national programme of competitive grant funding for groups of eligible 

statutory FE colleges1 to develop and deliver collaborative programmes of work

• Focus on addressing challenges around quality improvement and capitalising on 
good practice, including that developed through emerging new ways of working 
in response to COVID-19.

§ Builds on and learns from the previous round of the CCF, as well as the 
previous Strategic College Improvement Fund (SCIF)

• The first round of the CCF opened for applications in June 2020. 20 individual 
projects involving 71 different colleges were successful in receiving a CCF 
grant. 

§ Adjustments to this round: more time to develop your application and increased 
robustness of application process

§ Welcome applications addressing sector priorities but not exclusive: digital 
curriculum content; learner resilience, wellbeing and mental health; and 
addressing lost learning and catch up, .

§ Application round opened on 19th April 2021
1. General Further Education Colleges, Sixth Form Colleges and Designated Institutions
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Building on the SCIF & previous round 
of the CCF
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SCIF CCF 
• SCIF ran between 2017 and 

2019 

• Helped 80 colleges to undertake 
a focussed quality improvement 
programme with a higher-
performing partner

• Was welcomed by the sector

• Enabling wider groups of colleges to collaborate

• Streamlining the application process (single stage)

• Lead applicant will be graded Ofsted Good or 
Outstanding

• Development and sharing of products and resources 
developed through programmes of work

This round of CCF

• Increased robustness of application process 

• More time to develop your application



Policy objectives of the CCF
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Resulting in:
Stronger skills offer

Improved outcomes for 
learners and 
employers

Increased local 
economic and social 

benefits

Develop greater 
collaboration through 

peer support and 
sharing good practice 
between FE colleges.

Ensure 
sustainability through 
adoption of processes 
and development of 

products that support 
high performance

Develop a stronger 
FE offer across 
places through 

improving quality of 
FE provision



Application Process
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Eligibility: Are you and your improvements partners 
eligible?

Proposal, Activity & Risks:  Have you thought about what 
you are trying to do, how you will do it and what risks are 
involved

Capacity & Capability: Can you show that you are able to 
do it? 

VFM & Sustainability:   Have you identified the resources 
you will produce, and do you have an approach to sharing 
these?

Monitoring & Evaluation: Have you got an approach to 
monitoring that ensures the project stays on track, and do 
you have a plan for evaluation of the impact of your project



Eligibility
Applications are made by a lead applicant college
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Minimum of 2 colleges must sign each application

All partners in the application are eligible 
statutory Further Education providers

Lead applicant college must be graded ‘Good’ or 
‘Outstanding’ for Overall Effectiveness

Recently merged colleges are eligible

colleges must contribute at least 25% of the total cost of the 
programme of work (matched funding)



Guidance and Assessment Criteria

§ Most important documents – please read them carefully

§ Published on the gov.uk CCF page 

§ Please read the guidance
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https://www.gov.uk/guidance/college-collaboration-fund-ccf


Partners & Collaboration
§ The lead applicant must be a statutory 

FE college with an ‘Outstanding’ or 
‘Good’ Ofsted grade for Overall 
Effectiveness.

§ At least one other improvement 
partner college is required.

§ Recently merged colleges are eligible 
provided that they meet eligibility 
criteria

§ Group of colleges need to identify 
shared aims

§ Collectively colleges must contribute at 
least 25% of the total cost of the 
programme of work (matched funding)
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Delivered through 
a collaborative 

model



CCF’s Quality Improvement Themes

Priority A: Quality of Education – for example
§ Student engagement and experience

§ Maths & English

§ Workforce development

Priority B:  Financial and Resource Management – for example
§ Costed curriculum planning

§ Financial management controls and processes

§ Estates optimisation

Priority C:  Leadership and Governance – for example
§ Business strategy development

§ Use of Management Information and data

§ Mentoring and coaching
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Current Specific Quality Improvement Needs
Not an exclusive list but are areas we interested in receiving 
applications that address.

§ Development of digital content and resources to support 
remote and blended delivery

§ Supporting learner resilience, wellbeing and mental health to 
enable learners to stay engaged in their education

§ Support for learners to address lost learning and enable 
catch-up
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Approach: what are you trying to 
achieve?
§ Focus – alignment with CCF three main improvement themes
§ Explain why you are focussing on a particular improvement 

challenge

§ Draw on evidence from your own analysis – e.g. Ofsted or FEC 
assessments, QiP, student surveys, etc.

§ Do not send extra documents – just the application form
§ Do not copy and paste your assessment reports into the questions

§ You need to demonstrate that your collaboration has considered:

§ where the shared strengths and weaknesses are 

§ what improvement challenge you will be collectively focussing on

§ the reasons for prioritising this challenge
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Approach: how will you do it?
§ You told us what you will focus on – now how will you do this?

§ Will what you and your partners propose to do to address the quality 
improvement challenge identified?

§ Breakdown approach if more than one workstream

§ Identify Key Performance Indicator (KPI) & SMART measures of success

‘this activity will improve retention by 5 percentage points to 77% by the end of 
the programme’ is better than ‘this activity will improve retention’

§ The CCF is time and funding limited

§ All funded activity to be completed by 31st March 2022

§ Maximum grant of £500k and expected minimum of £100k

§ Match funding is 25% of the total cost of programme of work
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§ Evidence from the group of successful collaboration with and support 
of other colleges

§ Human resources – who are the key staff who will be responsible for 
the project? - leadership, project management, delivery 

§ Evidence of successful delivery of a recent project, not necessarily on 
quality improvement
§ External better, if available – e.g. positive comments about 

improvements achieved from Ofsted

§ Actual data better than projections

Capacity & Capability: how will you show 
that you are able to do it?
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§ Evidence the cost of the work programme are reasonable and 
proportionate.

§ Identify the added value or additionality to current activities eg
accelerating work or expanding offer

§ Outline the approach to sustaining improvements beyond the period of 
the CCF grant

§ Explain how the results of the programme of work will be built on

§ Identify the specific outputs and products that will generated 

§ Describe the approach to expanding the benefits including sharing of 
learning and supporting wider dissemination 

VFM & Sustainability: how will you show 
value, sustainability and sharing?
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§ You must complete quarterly and end of CCF programme 
monitoring returns, a project self-evaluation form and a project 
case study.

§ In doing so, you will;

§ Plan – identify KPI’s, datasets and methodology, develop 
timescales and responsibilities and demonstrate how your 
project will be evaluated at its close

§ Monitor – progress against KPI’s, using project management 
tools, developing mechanisms for reporting

§ Report – evaluate against KPI’s and the impact of your project
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Monitoring & Evaluation - how will you 
track progress and show impact?



Application Assessement 
The application will be judged against a broad range of criteria, 
including:

- likely effectiveness of your programme of work

- capacity to undertake the improvement programme

- expertise and capability of the lead college and partners

- scale and scope of expected benefits
- value for money: effective, efficient, economic

- sustainability of improvement post-CCF and products that 
can be shared

- appropriate metrics & measures to monitor progress and 
evaluate results
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How to improve your application

§ Check your activity and costs are eligible – read the guidance

§ Capital costs must come out of match-funding

§ Total cost of programme of work includes match funding

§ CCF is built on partnership and collaboration.

§ Identify the expertise, knowledge and capabilities to support 
effective collaboration and joint delivery

§ Build in robust monitoring and evaluation from start.

§ Will you spot when things are going wrong?

§ Will you know how well your programme has worked?

§ Dissemination
§ Can you commit to DfE dissemination?

§ What are the products or approaches that can be shared wider?

§ How will you approach sharing of learning across the FE sector?
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College Experience of Application 
Process

Laura Revill and Trevor Wray from Wilberforce College (Venn 
Group)

§ Highs - what went well

§ Lows - what could of gone better

§ Learning - what we would of done different

§ My Top Tips – for developing a CCF application
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The Venn Colleges CCF Project 

The 5 Colleges of the Venn Group (Franklin, John Leggott College, Scarborough Sixth Form College, Wilberforce 
College and Wyke College) collaborated on the production of creating digital resources in the 2020-21 round of 
the CCF project. 

DfE Quality Improvement Theme: Quality of education
The project aimed to :

• Increase student engagement and provide high-quality blended learning experience 

• Improve the quality of teaching learning and assessment in relation to blended learning 

• Increase Teacher confidence levels 



The Venn Colleges CCF Project

The project outcomes included the production of : 
• A suite of 250 broadcast lessons in key subject areas(including English, Maths, H&SC, Humanities, 

Psychology, Business) 
• A cloud based platform for the sharing learning resources across the sector
• A virtual Mathematic Hub for the Humber and North Yorkshire with a focus on improving  level 2 and 

level 3 outcomes

How was this achieved through :
• Bringing together subject experts from each of the Colleges to create a broad range of broadcast 

lessons covering key topics. 
• Working collaboratively with partner schools on the production of GCSE Maths resources 

The products can be accessed  through the following link:

www.venncolleges.ac.uk

http://www.venncolleges.ac.uk/


Support Offer
National Leaders of Further Education (NLFE) and FE Commissioners  
team of advisers can support e.g. identifying improvement partners

§ Request through college.collaborationfund@education.gov.uk

The following can also offer support:

§ Association of Colleges (AoC) - enquiries@aoc.co.uk
§ Sixth Form College Association (SFCA)  - info@sixthformcolleges.org
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Any questions?

For further information, dates, guidance and application 
form please visit Gov.uk

To ask for more information, request support and return 
completed applications please use:
college.collaborationfund@education.gov.uk
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